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Abstract 

In this paper we discuss the distinct protections an attacker faces in hardened PHP environments, after he 

succeeded in executing random PHP code. By the use of local PHP exploits introduce new techniques to 

overcome most of them. We demonstrate how info leak and memory corruption exposure can be combined to 

enable PHP applications to read and write random memory. We will show step by step how important memory 

structures can be leaked and manipulated in order to deactivate or overcome protections. 
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1    Introduction 

 
PHP is a powerful programming language that lets you build dynamic Web sites. It works well on a variety of 

platforms, and it's reasonably easy to understand. MySQL is an impressive relational data management system 

used to build commercial quality databases. 

For many years PHP web applications have been the most attacked targets in the world wide web. The main 

reasons for this were the vast amount of PHP installations, the vast amount of badly written PHP scripts that 

allowed remote PHP code inclusion, PHP code injection or shell command execution. In general there has been 

a lack of security safe guards on the server side. In those days uploading a PHP shell to the server and uploading 

some older kernel root exploits has been enough to take control over webservers. But times have changed. The 

days of unprotected webservers are more or less over. Of course there are still some low hanging fruits out there, 

but the majority of modern webservers come with security hardening features activated by default. Taking over 

these servers even with the possibility of arbitrary PHP code execution has become a challenge. This paper 

presents our research into common safe guards on PHP webservers and how they can be defeated with local 

exploits in PHP. 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Part 2 begins with an description to many of the security 

hardening features you will find on modern PHP webservers. Part 3 gives a basic introduction into the low level 

PHP structures that are required to understand the presented exposures and exploits. 

  

2 Protections 
 

This part describes several security hardening features that are present in modern PHP webservers. All these 

protections combined are supposed to stop malicious PHP scripts from harming the server. The protection 

mechanisms can be categorized in protections within the PHP core, protections added by the Suhosin PHP 

protection system, protections within the C library, filesystem protections and protections in the operating 

system kernel. 
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2.1 PHP’s Internal Protections 

 

The first class of protections a PHP shellcode will face are those that are embedded in the PHP core and are 

therefore most likely to be activated on a hardened PHP server. Some of the security hardening features of PHP 

are enabled by default, others have to be switched on by setting a flag in the PHP configuration, which is usually 

stored in the php.ini file. 

 

2.1.1 Safe_mode 

The PHP safe mode is an attempt to solve the shared-hosting security problem from within PHP. It is not 

activated by default, but can be enabled by setting the safe mode configuration directive in the configuration 

file. When activated access to certain dangerous functions and configuration directives is forbidden and access 

to files is limited to the files that are owned by the same user as the script. 

 

2.1.2 Open_basedir 

Open basedir is a similar attempt to restrict what files a PHP script is allowed to access. Like safe mode it is not 

activated by default, but can be enabled by adding directories to the open basedir configuration directive in the 

configuration file. When activated PHP scripts will not be able to access files outside the specified directories. 

This will stop any injected PHP shellcode from reading and writing arbitrary files outside of the specified 

directories. Other things like dangerous configuration directives and executing shell commands is not affected 

by open basedir at all. 

 

 

2.1.3 disable_function 

PHP comes with another more powerful security feature, the ability to disable access to arbitrary PHP functions. 

By default the list of disabled functions is empty, but by changing the disable functions configuration directive it 

is possible for the admin to disable any PHP function considered dangerous. On many webservers the list is 

actually quite long and contains functions allowing shell command execution, functions allowing 

communication through sockets and all the functions of the postfiix extension, which isn’t in the default PHP 

installation anyway. Sometimes administrators also block access to the functions for reading and writing 

configuration settings and in some paranoid configurations any kind of file function is disabled. If injected PHP 

shellcode ends up in such an environment it usually cannot do much. 

 

2.1.4 enable dl and dl() hardening 

One of the most dangerous features of PHP is the dl() function that is used to load PHP extensions at 

runtime. The problem here is that PHP extensions are nothing else than arbitrary shared libraries that can 

contain malicious code. Because of this the PHP developers have implemented several security shields into the 

dl() function over the years. The first of these shields is that nowadays it is not possible anymore to load any 

PHP extension at runtime that is outside of the configured extension dir. Because this configuration option can 

only be set in the main configuration file or in the webserver configuration applications can no longer load 

arbitrary shared libraries that they dropped onto the hard-disk of the server. The second security shield is the 

configuration option enable dl that controls if the dl() function is activated or not. 
 
 
2.1.5 Memory Manager Hardening 

With the release of PHP 5.2.0 the memory manager of the Zend Engine was replaced by a new one. In previous 

versions of PHP the memory manager always has been a wrapper around the systems’ malloc() function that 

added a double linked list of request memory and therefore made PHP vulnerable to the usual unlink() style 

heap exploiting techniques. This changed with the new memory manager. Zend, backed by Microsoft, had 

decided to implement a completely new heap allocator that request large chunks of memory from the system via 

malloc(), mmap() or HeapAlloc() and then manages the memory pool on its own. 

 

2.2 Suhosin’s Protections 

Suhosin  is an advanced protection system for PHP servers that adds many security hardening features to PHP. It 

was invented by the Hardened-PHP project and its original purpose is to harden PHP applications and servers 

against known and unknown attacks from the outside. Therefore stopping injected PHP shellcode is actually not 

what Suhosin was meant for. There are however some features of Suhosin that have an influence on the 

exploitability of local vulnerabilities and therefore they might stop several local attacks. 
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2.3 Memory Manager Hardening 

Suhosin unlike default PHP adds security hardening to the memory managers of all supported PHP versions. 

This includes also the pre PHP 5.2.0 versions with the old memory manager. The memory manager hardening 

comes in two parts. On the one hand the usual safe unlink checks are added and on the other hand a heap 

memory canary protection is introduced. The canary protection consists of three random canary values that are 

placed in front of the control data, between control data and user data and after the user data. 

 

2.4 HashTable and Linked List Hardening 

With the memory manager already hardened against heap overflows it is natural that attackers will try to 

overwrite other promising memory structures in order to get control. Because of this Suhosin also protects the 

most obvious next data structures that comes to mind: the Hash Tables and Linked Lists. Both structures come 

with a destructor pointer inside that is called every time an element is removed from the table or list. By 

overwriting this function pointer in memory an attacker gets more or less instant code execution. 

 

3 Internal PHP Structures 
 

In this paper a number of basic PHP structures are mentioned that should be known in order to understand the 

presented exploits. Because there is no real documentation about these structures beside the PHP source code 

this section gives a basic introduction into them and into the differences between different PHP versions. 

 

3.1 PHP Variables 

The most used data structure in PHP is the zval struct that is used to store PHP variables internally. 

From an exploiters point of view it is important to know that while this structure nearly never changes there is a 

major structure change between PHP 4 and PHP 5 and that there is some change in the data type value between 

PHP < 5.1.0 and PHP >= 5.1.0. Let’s start with a look at the PHP 

4 zval struct. 

 

1 typedef struct _zval_struct zval ; 

2 

3 typedef union _zvalue_value { 

4 long lval ; /* long value */ 

5 double dval ; /* double value */ 

6 struct { 

7 char * val ; 

8 int len ; 

9 } str ; 

10 HashTable *ht; /* hash table value */ 

11 zend_object obj ; 

12 } zvalue_value ; 

13 

14 struct _zval_struct { 

15 /* Variable information */ 

16 zvalue_value value ; /* value */ 

17 zend_uchar type ; /* active type */ 

18 zend_uchar is_ref ; 

19 zend_ushort refcount ; 

20 }; 

 

This structure shows that PHP 4 variables internally consist of the actual value, the variable type, the is ref flag 

and a 16 bit reference counter. The value itself is implemented as a union structure that allows different access 

methods depending on the variable type. 

 

3.2 PHP Arrays 

PHP arrays are not like normal arrays. Instead they are complicated data structures that are a mixture of hash 

tables and doubly linked lists. At the C level within the Zend Engine they are stored in a structure called Hash 

Table. This Hash Table is an implementation of an auto-growing hash table where bucket collisions are kept in a 

doubly linked list and where a global doubly linked list exists that contains all elements. The later is required to 

implement an element order. 

 

1 typedef struct _hashtable { 
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2 uint nTableSize ; 

3 uint nTableMask ; 

4 uint nNumOfElements ; 

5 ulong nNextFreeElement ; 

6 Bucket * pInternalPointer ; /* Used for element traversal */ 

7 Bucket * pListHead ; 

8 Bucket * pListTail ; 

9 Bucket ** arBuckets ; 

10 dtor_func_t pDestructor ; 

11 zend_bool persistent ; 

12 unsigned char nApplyCount ; 

13 zend_bool bApplyProtection ; 

14 #if ZEND_DEBUG 

15 int inconsistent ; 

16 # endif 

17 } HashTable ; 

 

The structure starts with two elements that define the current size of the bucket space which is always a power 

of two. By default the structure starts with a bucket size of 8 and a table mask of 7. The table mask is ended 

against the hash function to determine the bucket index. The next element contains the number of elements in 

the HashTable, followed by the next free element. The 

next free element is always one more than the highest used numerical index. This is required for 

next index inserts. 

 

 

 

3.3 Global Executor Variables 

The most interesting data structure for our research is the so called executor globals struct that contains a lot of 

information about the current execution process. This includes a list of all known ini entries, all functions, all 

classes, all constants, all symbol tables and much more. Because this structure heavily depends on the features 

of the executor it changed drastically over the last 9 years. Therefore the dump below only shows how the 

structure looks like in recent PHP 5.2 versions. In section 6 we will elaborate how this structure can be found in 

memory, how differences in different PHP versions can be overcome and how manipulating it helps to get 

around several protections. 

 

3.4 PHP INI Entries 

PHP settings like the safe mode configuration switch are stored internally in structures of the type zend ini entry. 

These structures contain all the information PHP requires to retrieve, change or reset the configuration values 

for a specific configuration directive. The structure itself has been very stable, it never changed between PHP 

4.0.0 and PHP 5.1.10. With PHP 5.3.0 it was changed in the end which does not affect the structure elements we 

are interested in. The following is the pre PHP 5.3.0 structure. 

 

1 struct _zend_ini_entry { 

2 int module_number ; 

3 int modifiable ; 

4 char * name ; 

5 uint name_length ; 

6 ZEND_INI_MH ((* on_modify )); 

7 void * mh_arg1 ; 

8 void * mh_arg2 ; 

9 void * mh_arg3 ; 

10 

11 char * value ; 

11 

12 uint value_length ; 

13 

14 char * orig_value ; 

15 uint orig_value_length ; 

16 int modified ; 

17 
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18 void (* displayer )( zend_ini_entry * ini_entry , int type ); 

19 }; 

 

In the structure the element module number keeps track of the PHP extension this directive belongs to. The field 

modifiable is a bit mask that controls the access level required to change the current setting. Only user settings 

can be changed at runtime. This is why settings like ”safe mode” cannot be disabled at runtime. The known 

flags are the following. 

1 # define ZEND_INI_USER (1 < <0) 

2 # define ZEND_INI_PERDIR (1 < <1) 

3 # define ZEND_INI_SYSTEM (1 < <2) 

4 

5 # define ZEND_INI_ALL ( ZEND_INI_USER | ZEND_INI_PERDIR | ZEND_INI_SYSTEM ) 

 

 

3.5 PHP Function Entries 

 

When we deal with internal PHP functions we have to distinguish two different types of structures. The first 

type of structure is called zend function entry and is used to define functions in the source code. At runtime 

when the internal functions are registered in the global function table these structures are copied into another 

kind of structure called zend internal function. When we want to reactivate disabled functions later on we 

require both structures therefore they are both documented here. 

We start with the function definition structure that is used in PHP 4. It is a very simple structure that just defines 

the function name, the function handler and optionally a function argument type descriptor. The function 

argument type descriptor is used to specify what arguments of a function should be passed by reference. If a 

type descriptor is missing all arguments will be passed by value. 

 

1 typedef struct _zend_function_entry { 

2 char * fname ; 

3 void (* handler )( INTERNAL_FUNCTION_PARAMETERS ); 

4 unsigned char * func_arg_types ; 

5 } zend_function_entry ; 

 
 

4 Conclusion 

 
In this paper we tried to give a good overview over the different security hardening features an  attacker will 

have to deal with once he succeeded in executing arbitrary PHP code. We gave an insight into some of PHP’s 

most important internal structures in order to explain the class of userspace interruption vulnerabilities we are 

using for our research. We demonstrated how this class of vulnerabilities can be used to leak important 

information about the running system and how other incarnations of this vulnerability class result in memory 

corruption. We gave a step by step guidance how to exploit these vulnerabilities in a very stable way. Finally we 

gave an insight into how powerful these exploits are by explaining how they can be used to overcome the 

different kind of protections. 
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